Student Assistant Wireless Laboratory (f/m/divers)

Reference Code: P72848
Working Location: Stuttgart

Job Duties

Every day new markets open for new products, revolutionary or mainstream, from prototype to series production, while country-specific standards vary a lot. Our business area Wireless Market Access Services (MAS) takes over the project management of worldwide approval requirements of radio and telecommunication products for our clients. To support the team, your major tasks would be:

- Global online and telephone research of regulatory requirements for the placing of radio applications and products on the market
- Data collection and categorized allocation on our Sharepoint
- Project support during the admission process
- Preparation and creation of general documents

Requirements

Being an independent testing institute and service provider, we require a strong focus on our clients as well as engagement and reliable communication. The following perfects your profile:

- You are currently enrolled as a student (university or university of applied sciences) in a technical department – for example, Telecommunications Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Information and Communication Technology
- Remaining duration of study for at least 1 ½ years, flexibility to spend 20 working hours per week
- Preferably, basic knowledge of radio- and telecommunication products and an extraordinary interest in new technologies
- Accurate, efficient and self-consistent work attitude, including high quality awareness and reliability
- Very good German and English skills (written and oral); knowledge of further foreign languages (e.g. Arabic or Spanish) preferred
- High experience in Microsoft Office

Your future career prospects look good

Apply online straight away. We look forward to receiving your application. www.tuv.com/career.